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TV is an important invention in human communication system. First of all, TV helps us getting information from whole world effectively rarely sitting in front of a TV set. Secondly, TV also can be a great educational and learning tool, not only for children however, as well as public. Sesame Street and Discovery channel for instance. TV played an important role guiding us to follow the world advancement. Current century is flood with stress and contention, TV may act as an entertainment channel to relieving ours stress throughout the day. It is also a warm activity to do with family or someone you loves to enhancing the relationship.

Along with the advantages, disadvantages of TV must be noticed. TV provides opportunities for children to be exposed to an inappropriate content. And most importantly, overrunning information and commercials advertisement may led public to a wrong way of life. In the other hands, TV also a big problem for those
who was addicted. (→ **verb? subject-verb agreement?**) It may cause obesity and unhealthy relationship with others.

Nowadays, **undeniable** that TV seems like our daily needs to **prevent being dropped back from the world prerequisite for beneficial TV programs and use it in proper ways**. For example, filtering the TV program for ours child. Besides, learning how to **distinguished** and think over the right information.
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Dear Shane, you need to work harder to improve your writing. As you can see, there are many grammatical mistakes. I don’t even understand what you mean by “**dropped back from the world prerequisite**.” If you can fix the problems and send me a revision, you can earn at least 5 more points.

Here is a lecture to help you improve your essay writing. Please check it out at http://ce.etweb.fju.edu.tw/ceweb/aiedl/toefl/writing001.fsp/index.html

your teacher,  
Gretchen